It Might Be TodaY
"Under the Dome"
Week-after-week for the past seven years we have presented a
Prophecy Update.
According to estimates by scholars, somewhere between twothirds and three-fourths of the nearly 2500 prophecies in the Bible
have been fulfilled to the letter.
We therefore expect the remaining last days prophecies to be
literally fulfilled.
Since that is the case, we should be able to look at news and
trends in the world and see things lining up for their fulfillment.
The greatest sign these are the end times, and a miraculous
fulfillment of prophecy, is the rebirth of Israel as a nation in her
ancient promised land.
Listen to these 2500 year old prophecies, from the Book of
Ezekiel, that have come true in the last century:
Eze 34:13 And I will bring them out from the peoples and gather
them from the countries, and will bring them to their own land; I
will feed them on the mountains of Israel, in the valleys and in all
the inhabited places of the country.
Eze 36:24 For I will take you from among the nations, gather you
out of all countries, and bring you into your own land.
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Eze 11:17 Therefore say, 'Thus says the Lord GOD: "I will gather
you from the peoples, assemble you from the countries where you
have been scattered, and I will give you the land of Israel." '
Israel has been under missile attack. Their missile defense is
called the Iron Dome. The system is designed to intercept and
destroy short-range rockets and artillery shells fired from
distances of 2.5 miles to 43 miles away and whose trajectory
would take them to a populated area.
Many of you read or heard this story, but it's worth repeating. It
was titled, 'Hand of God' prevents rocket from striking its target:
Israeli Iron Dome operator says sudden gust of wind blew missile
into sea when defense system failed.
Excerpts:
An Israeli Iron Dome operator is claiming that he witnessed 'the
hand of God' diverting an incoming Hamas rocket into the sea.
The commander claims that the divine intervention stopped the
death of hundreds of Israeli citizens.
Israel Today translated a report from a Hebrew-language news
site, which carried the man's report after about an incoming rocket
headed toward Tel Aviv last week.
The commander recalled: 'A missile was fired from Gaza. Iron
Dome precisely calculated [its trajectory].
'We fired the first [interceptor]. It missed. Second [interceptor]. It
missed. This is very rare. I was in shock."
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The defense system has been highly effective in the current round
of violence between Israel and Hamas militants in the Gaza Strip Israeli officials say it has a success rate as high as 90 percent.
The commander explains that with 'just four seconds' until the
missile landed the military warned emergency services to be on
standby.
"Suddenly, Iron Dome (which calculates wind speeds, among
other things) shows a major wind coming from the east, a strong
wind that… sends the missile into the sea. We were all stunned.
I stood up and shouted, 'There is a God!'
"I witnessed this miracle with my own eyes. It was not told or
reported to me. I saw the hand of God send that missile into the
sea."
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2717659/Hand-God-prevents-rocket-striking-target-Israeli-IronDome-operator-says-sudden-gust-wind-blew-missile-sea-defence-failed.html#ixzz3ADXf3bFa

One of the terrorists from Gaza was reported to say when asked
why they couldn’t aim their rockets more effectively: "We do aim
them, but their God changes their path in mid-air."
During a talk given to his students, Rabbi Pinchas Goldwasser
spoke about “miracles” that have occurred so far in Israel’s war
against Hamas.
"You must not say that [the Iron Dome protects us]. Everything is
actually miracles. 1,500 missiles fell [on Israel] and almost [none]
hit [targets]! This is not normal – this is an open miracle!
And where did the missiles [do the most damage?] Both cables
of Gaza's electricity supply [which they hit by mistake]! Don’t you
see the Divine providence?
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"We need to talk about that and highlight it,” Goldwasser insisted.
Israel's existence is a definite, literal, exact fulfillment of centuries
old prophecies. It is a miracle; and miracles surround her
preservation.
We are not Israel, God's specially chosen nation. We are the
church, comprised of all ethnicities, called-out by the preaching of
the Gospel from the Day of Pentecost until The Lord returns to
resurrect and rapture us.
Are you ready for the rapture? If not, get ready, stay ready, and
keep looking up. Ready or not, Jesus is coming!
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